Abstract
Introduction
This article begins by presenting snapshots of two violent confrontations in which practitioners of the Japanese martial art known as jiu-jitsu fought against those of the Brazilian Afro-diasporic martial art known as capoeira. It introduces debates about the adoption of jiu-jitsu, associated with the conflicting relationship between local and foreign cultures in Brazil. These events will reveal contradictory discourses on issues of modernization, race and identity. The first section of this chapter analyses jiu-jitsu's introduction to Brazil, from the early 1900s until World War I. It explains how the perception cartoon published in the magazine called his triumph "the victory of a mulatto", blurring his African ethnicity. Transforming Cyríaco into a mestizo was almost certainly an attempt to make him palatable to the local elite. They were Japanese fighters performing jiu-jitsu and they defiantly offered 5,000 francs to anyone capable of beating them. 6 The season was a huge success. The local press was impressed with the Japanese fighters and coined the epithet "Nippon Hercules" to describe them.
The spectacle was promoted in great style by having the Japanese parade with their exotic jiu-jitsu outfits through the Haussmannian boulevards that had been built during the heyday of the rubber boom. 7 In keeping with the traditional vaudeville-styled martial art presentations of the time, they reserved part of their spectacle for amateurs to fight the professionals and compete for the previously stipulated prize money. Wrestlers, laborers, tough guys, and even vagrants were attracted by the possibility of pocketing 5,000 francs in a time of economic recession. 8 Among the candidates, one in particular created a great deal of expectation. His nickname was Pé de Bola (ball foot), and he was a local street fighter and capoerista. He had become infamous over the years for his toughness in the poor periphery of Belém. He was also a henchman of Antonio Lemos, a fallen political boss ousted by an enraged mob in 1912. 9 Press and public patriotically closed ranks behind a man who once represented barbarism and old-fashioned politics. Satake Soishiro, who was picked to represent the troupe, was not an ordinary Japanese martial artist drifting through the West with dubious credentials. He and another martial artist who used the nom de guerre "Count Koma" were
The excitement caused by the impending confrontation between Japanese jiu-jitsu and Afro-Brazilian capoeira led the public to experience a collective catharsis and temporarily forget Pé de Bola's bad reputation and his association with the former local tyrant. Turn-of-the Century Brazil: Modernization, the Navy and Japanese jiu-jitsu
Brazilian elites began to discuss modernization as early as the mid-nineteenth century, but the implementation of measures aimed at bringing about modernization were accelerated with the dawn of the monarchy and the proclamation of the republic in 1889. A comprehensive range of policies were envisioned by the Brazillian elite to make the country viable as a modern nation, following the standards set in Europe, and, to a lesser extent, in North America.
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Immigration to Brazil was encouraged in order to meet the growing demand for labor after the abolition of slavery. Simultaneously, immigration was also used as a strategy to reconfigure the ethnic fabric of Brazilian society. 13 Japan, by the late nineteenth century, emerged as a potential source of migrants to help keep Brazil's export-commodity economy running. 14 Unlike the previous failed attempt with Chinese immigration, Japan's image was associated with a paradox: it was both a source of labor and a paradigm of modernization. Diplomats were not the only ones keeping an eye out for modern trends abroad. The
Brazilan Navy, in particular, was in a privileged position to observe innovations once its warships were assigned to regular instructional seafaring as early as 1870, and to circumnavigational cruises after 1879, which included visits to Japan. 20 The military had been an active supporter and promoter of modernization since the War of the Triple Alliance (1864-1870) against Paraguay. 21 They became staunch supporters of Auguste Comte's positivism and evolutionary thought. 22 After their victory over the Russians in 1905, Japan unquestionably consolidated its status as modern nation for Brazilians. 23 The military intelligentsia, in particular, was amazed by Japan's performance in the battlefield and enthusiastically embraced its formula of using martial arts as a tool to promote eugenic improvement. This supposedly mild and patriarchal relationship was corrupted by a monarchy which made capoeira unable to fulfill modern republican needs. For this reason, Santos Porto proposes adopting Japanese jiu-jitsu to help prepare young Brazilians to perform the noble deed of ruling over the nation-continent. 28 Santo Porto's reservations about capoeira reflect the project of modernization envisioned by republicans. Because Brazilian capoeira was quintessentially African, it was irreversibly linked to the embarrassing past of slavery. This definitely compromised its adoption at the time. 29 Santos Porto and Radler de Aquino represented a progressive type of Navy officer, fiercely republican and nationalist. 30 The former held a high-profile position within the republican establishment and was an active contributor to magazines, with articles that demonstrated a degree of cultural vanguardism. 31 The intellectual approach displayed by the naval officers was in keeping with a small and embryonic intellectual movement that resisted complete acceptance of racist European theories. Instead they followed intellectuals such as Alberto Torres, who, as Thomas Skidmore has observed, avoided a "deterministic cul-de-sac" imported from Europe. Torres sought to explain Brazilian racial inferiority and Brazil's troubles by mixing ideas of environmental determinism derived from neo-Lamarckism with groundbreaking studies by the anthropologist Franz Boaz. 32 The cultural discourse voiced by the navy officers through the booklet is crucial to understanding the prevalent zeitgeist during the introduction of Japanese jiu-jitsu in the first decades of the 1900s. Santos Porto and others vanguardist intellectuals enthusiastically promoted Japanese jiu-jitsu, while leaving room for the redemption of capoeira. This ambiguous attitude could also be found within the military establishment. Initiatives to adopt capoeira as a method of physical education were introduced almost simultaneously to Santos 34 This attempt to praise racial miscegenation, voiced through Lima Campos's piece years prior to the fight, helps to shed light on the distortions of Cyríaco's ethnicity. It also confirms a strategy to make capoeira acceptable in the mainstream, as observed by Maya Talmon-Chvaicer: "to become socially acceptable it had to be presented as a national activity, integrating the talents and abilities of the three major races in Brazil." 35 By avoiding adherence to European ideas, but also ignoring Afro-Brazilians, the Brazilian progressive intelligentsia resorted to what Carl Degler defined as the "mulatto escape hatch." 36 The cultural vanguard, while swimming against the inexorable stream of Aryan ideals professed by the majority of intellectuals, did not seek to redeem blackness after all.
They promoted mestizaje as the discourse of the Brazilian elite, in order to perpetuate racism and keep Afro-Brazilians marginalized.
From Mayeda to "Count Koma": Kodokan judo and vaudeville jiu-jitsu
Modernization in the early 1900s prompted the globalization of Japanese culture.
Growing interest in Japanese jiu-jitsu, as demonstrated by the military in Brazil, was a widespread phenomenon. 37 In addition to the military, police forces sought to learn new techniques for controlling the urban masses and for fighting the growing criminality that accompanied the social changes brought about by modernization. 38 On the other hand, after centuries of isolation, the Japanese were driven by immigration and nationalistic expansion. Kano (Jigoro) was highly successful precisely because he managed to arrange judo along the developmental axis of lifelong improvement and within the structural framework of a modern Western sport. In terms of integration, the new cultural space that Kano had opened found appropriate niches in Japan as well as in the Western world. 40 Niches were created for martial artists leaving Japan in the early twentieth century.
Mayeda Mitsuyo was a university student attracted by the expansion of the Kodokan judo school created by the young Japanese intellectual and jiu-jitsu practitioner named Kano Jigoro during the mid-Meiji era. 41 He joined the Kodokan dojo in 1897 and became a graduate student after his promotion to first degree black belt (shodan) on January 8, 1899. 42 He trained under the instructor-chief, Yokoyama "Devil" Sakujiro, and rose rapidly to a fourth degree black belt (yondan) in the newly established belt ranking system created for modern jiu-jitsu. 43 During the Russo-Japanese War, Mayeda Mitsuyo and Tomita Tsunejiro, a veteran
Kodokan judo master, traveled to America. 44 After a presentation at the West Point Military
Academy they parted ways, and soon afterwards Mayeda began to wrestle professionally. 45 Mayeda set out on a globetrotting journey as a wrestler, which took him to Europe and Latin
America. In the course of his professional career he adopted the nom de guerre "Count Koma." 46 Mayeda's involvement with professional wrestling made his relationship with the Kodokan judo school problematic. This is clear because he and other professional Japanese fighters had their belt promotions slowed down enormously. 47 According to Paul McMichael Nurse, in the early days of Kodokan, all practitioners were required "to place a seal of blood on an open register and declare five oaths." In two of them, it was stated "I shall not bring dishonor for the dojo" and "first as student, and later as instructor, I will always obey the dojo rules." 48 The case of Tokugoro Ito, a Kodokan black belt involved in professional wrestling with Mayeda, is revealing. In the aftermath of the former's defeat by the American wrestler Ad Santel in San Francisco in 1916, the Kodokan headquarters issued a response: "The Kodokan replied that it permits mixed bouts with boxers and wrestlers for research purposes, but prohibits such bouts when they are employed for personal monetary gain." 49 In addition, Kano Jigoro, the founder of the Kodokan dojo declared:
No one is allowed to take part in public entertainment for personal gain. Teachers certainly receive remuneration for their services, but that is in no way degrading. The professional is held in high regard like the officers of a religious organization or a professor in the educational world. Judo itself is held by us all in a position at the high altar. To reconcile this point of view with the Western idea is difficult. 50 In addition to these principles of Kodokan judo, in 1909 Kano Jigoro became deeply involved with the Olympic movement. For him and other modern educators of Meiji Japan, sport was synonymous with amateurism. 51 In 1912, in Mexico, Mayeda was promoted by the Kodokan to a fifth degree black belt (godan) and it was his last belt promotion for seventeen years as well was the last time that he used the specific denomination of his jiu-jitsu school as "judo" during the 1910s. 52 Public matches pitting Japanese jiu-jitsu against other martial arts disciplines, such as those of Brazil or of the United States, became the rage in Western countries. 53 The Japanese method was trying to establish its version of modernity by combining maximum efficiency with minimum use of energy at a time when these were concepts important to industrialization. The image of Japan as an emerging power certainly helped to arouse the interest of Latin Americans in jiu-jitsu. 58 As Heather Levy has pointed out, there was a close association linking sports with modernization and emerging nationalism. 59 Together with a troupe of 63 . Theatres, opera houses and other public spaces in the region sprang up with the rubber boom to entertain the emerging local elite. Belém's newspaper
Folha do Norte announced the new attractions:
The Italian duo Sereia (The Mermaid), the French singer, Madam Germaine Derval and Dandy & May, the American duo of singers and dancers performing eccentric performances. The troupe will perform jiu-jitsu, wresting, boxing and Japanese fencing matches and is directed by the undefeated world champion Count Koma. He will offer 5,000 francs for anyone able to defeat one of the troupe's members formed by Okura, champion of Chile, Shimizi, champion of Peru, Satake, champion of New York and Luku (Laku) a former military instructor in Peru. The troupe is currently in the state of Pará on its way to North America. Its performances were met with great success in other countries. The troupe will be dressing proper and decent attire, and its performance is rigorously family oriented. The troupe will parade through the streets in their traditional outfits. 64 The Bar Paraense theater was a modern multifunctional space which accommodated stage performances and movies while functioning as a beer hall. Its ice and refrigeration allowed patrons to enjoy imported food and cold beverages, which were highly valued in the tropics. The beer house sold low-alcohol beer that was more suitable for the moderate behavior demanded by the life-style of the elite, while urban workers and rubber tappers in the forest tended to drink stronger alcoholic spirits. 65 Turn-of-the-century modernization was an all-encompassing process, defined by one local aristocrat as a "purification of our customs." 66 Theatres, for example, were the favorite rendezvous of the local elite for socializing and living their fantasy of civilization. The mention of "decent jiu-jitsu attire", highlighted by the newspaper, indicates that spectacles staged at theatres in the Amazon in 1915 were still family-oriented, following the moral standards established at the height of the belle époque. 67 
MODERNIZATION, NATIONALISM AND THE ELITE: the Genesis of Brazilian jiu-jitsu, 1905-1920 José Cairus
The rubber-based economy turned the Brazilian Amazon into an international entrepot connected to the great urban centers of Europe and the United States. Foreign currency circulated freely in the cities of Belem and Manaus. 68 The prize of 5,000 francs offered by the Japanese was equivalent to five of the most expensive tickets for the spectacle (balconies). On the other hand, the French currency was experiencing a strong devaluation due to World War I. Therefore, offering a prize in francs may have been the Japanese troupe's strategy for minimizing any eventual loss of their own. With regard to the mandatory use of the jiu-jiu gis, apart the issue of morality, it was of great advantage to the Japanese to have lapels and sleeves with which they could apply their techniques. It is of particular note that all challengers attracted by the prize money were invariably defeated, leading the theatre's owner to raise the value of the prize. 69 The capitals of the Brazilian Amazon during the rubber boom sought to follow cultural trends in vogue in the great international metropolises such as Paris. Patricia Tilburg describes the French music hall of the same period:
The belle époque music hall blended sport and the performing arts in highly physical spectacles that celebrated bodily fitness as an essential accompaniment of the life of the mind and of art. Max Viterbo parodied the pervasive integration of music hall and sport in a one-act play, Le sport au théâtre en 1909 (Sport at the Theater in 1909). As the play opens, a theater director practices jujitsu, lifts weights, and discusses the need for sportrelated additions to an upcoming romantic play. 70 Spectacles staged at this tropical "Moulin Rouge" with Japanese martial artists sought to reach cosmopolitan audiences looking for "spectacular experiments." 71 The Japanese presentations, however, remained costly compared to the price of a movie ticket. 72 If the cost of the most inexpensive ticket (standing room) to watch the Japanese fighters was apparently reasonable compared to the average blue collar income in Brazil, one should also take into consideration that local per capita income fell almost five times during the downturn in the rubber-based economy between 1910 and 1920. It certainly made entertainment off-limits to lower classes. Good news in the realm of sports. We will have lessons in the favorite branch of Japanese sport: jiu-jitsu. Count Koma, currently performing on the stage of Bar Paraense, will stay with us to teach jiu-jitsu. Appropriate attire (gis) will be provided for 74 Among the children of the cosmopolitan elite searching for modern avenues of education and physical prowess, there was a teenager named Carlos Gracie. He was the eldest son of Gastão Gracie, the owner of the American Circus. In an interview given sixty-five years later, he remembered his membership of Count Koma's dojo:
The Japanese arrived in Belem. Soon afterwards, they showcased a presentation at Teatro da Paz. People were amazed with their performance and I headed to Count Koma's dojo located at Rua Tamandare (Teatro Moderno). I was physically frail and had an inferiority complex, but I learnt the secrets of jiu-jitsu under the paternal supervision of the Japanese master. 75 Mayeda Mitsuyo returned to Belem in February of 1916, after a season in Manaus.
Carlos Gracie, therefore, began to learn jiu-jitsu at the dojo which had been established at the Teatro Moderno sometime in 1916. 76 Along with the theatres and cinemas created to entertain the emerging bourgeois in the Amazon, circus closed their tents, staging blood-sports-type spectacles. These violent performances were appealing because cities of the region, such as Manaus and Belem, still retained much of the atmosphere of boom towns. 77 Gastão became a partner in the American Circus and manager of the Italian-Argentine wrestler Alfredo Leconte in 1916. 78 The paths of Mayeda and Gracie crossed because Leconte fought and defeated the overconfident Japanese ju-jitsu practitioners twice. First, in December of 1916, he defeated Uenish Sadakazu in Manaus, and few weeks later he defeated Shimizu Kusaku in Belem. 79 On both occasions, Gracie cleverly manipulated the bouts by using confusing rules and suspicious refereeing. 80 In Manaus and Belem, Leconte not only refused to wear gis but also had his body covered with grease, and whenever he was cornered he slipped out of the ring into the escape area. Furthermore, he won twice by using an identical strategy: he would have the Japanese fighter pinned down briefly, and without the referee waiting for the previously established thirty-second hold-down, he would be declared the winner. 81 Unlike the family-oriented theatres, circuses like the one owned by Gracie were more flexible in relation to the fighters' dress code and rules of play. Ignoring moral concerns relating to the exposure of the half-naked wrestlers' bodies, Gracie cleverly prevented the
Japanese from having lapels and canvases to apply their techniques to. The brawl that erupted after both fights suggests that a different kind of audience attended these violent performances. In Manaus and Belem, police suspended prizefight wrestling after the disturbances. 82 Gracie and Mayeda became acquainted in the aftermath of these encounters. The
Scottish-Brazilian quasi-diplomat and the Japanese university-educated martial artist shared mutual business interests in the Brazilian frontier ravaged by economic crisis.
The Gracies were not originally from the ranks of the local middle class that emerged in Brazil during the first decades of the 1900s. 83 Instead, they fell into the social category of the déclassé descendants of traditional families who were traumatically thrown into a middle class social limbo and struggled in a more competitive and complex social environment during the modernization period. 84 For them, the capoeirista Pé-de-Bola, who fought the Japanese ju-jitsu practitioners, was a human metaphor for backwardness, as well as being the henchmen of a provincial political boss. Gaston Gracie's generation was still haunted by the presence of scores of dark-skinned Brazilians liberated from slavery in 1888
and forsaken by modernization in the early 1900s. 85 The young Gracie's apprenticeship under Mayeda, and his local senior student Jacyntho Ferro, lasted no more than three years.
Therefore, he had strong reasons to befriend the cosmopolitan "Count Koma" and encourage his eldest son to learn modern jiujitsu with the Japanese fighter. 86 Carlos's exposure to Mayeda's teachings was influenced by a circumstantial combination of factors that determined the nature of his apprenticeship. It is important to note Mayeda's lack of interest in training students to give continuity to the Kodokan judo school. He ignored, for example, the belt ranking system conceived by Kano Jigoro, which constituted one of the pedagogical foundations of the Kodokan judo school. 87 Under these circumstances, in employing the generic label "jiu-jitsu", instead of the specific name "judo", in accordance with his school, Mayeda was only being consistent with his momentary status as a prizefighter. Lastly, the absence of graduate students with the rank He taught judo techniques to his students with a method that gave little emphasis to philosophical concepts or a pedagogical framework. Therefore, students like Carlos Gracie learned an eclectic program that mixed judo with wrestling. For Carlos, particularly, this would have made more sense, since the Gracies were in the business of professional wrestling. Moreover, Mayeda and Jacyntho Ferro were deeply involved in prizefighting at this time. Before a full house, including high-profile members of the local elite and foreign expatriates, he finished off the Italian with a "spectacular" arm-bar. The newspaper covering the event acclaimed jiu-jitsu's superiority, and that Mayeda's "feline perspicacity" had prevailed. 91 In 1921, he traveled overseas to compete in his last tournament. He first went to New York and then to Cuba, where he participated in a wrestling contest. 92 Mayeda returned in triumph to Belém in July, 1922. His pupil Jacyntho Ferro welcomed his master in a small boat off the harbor. 93 In 1919, the entire traditional system of Japanese martial arts, Bujutsu, was officially changed to the modern denomination Budo. Thereafter, all martial arts increasingly used the suffix do, replacing and permanently dispensing with the medieval-rooted suffix jutsu. Moreover, in the 1920s and 1930s, Budo expanded greatly, supported by Japanese nationalism and militarism.
From 1923 onward, he became involved in the project of settling Japanese immigrants in the Amazon. This shift from artistic persona to local liaison with the Japanese empire epitomizes the change in his status and respectability. 94 Mayeda would ride the winds of change, and events in Japan probably influenced his return to the martial art orthodoxy represented by the school of Kodokan judo. Commentators from diverse backgrounds believed that if this feeling of reflection was successfully managed or manipulated, it could be used to encourage all Japanese subjects to change their lifestyles. Privy Councilor Ichiki Kitokurō epitomized this mindset by suggesting that the earthquake "provided a rare opportunity to reflect upon our attitudes" that would, if used effectively, allow for the "reinvigoration of the popular mind" and thus improvement in every aspect of life. Alternatively, some suggested the disaster might enable the state to implement increasingly interventionist policies aimed at eliminating vices and luxuries that tempted people and weakened the nation. 96 Coincidently or not, the timing of events in Japan established a watershed in Mayeda's role as an agent of imperial designs. His deep involvement made him an object of concern and he was investigated by the U.S. Department of State. 97 The restoration or redemption of his Japaneseness is unquestionably proved by his promotion to a sixth degree black belt Kodokan judo achieved the most widespread success ever experienced by a school of jiu-jitsu. It must be remembered that the word judo had been used by the Jikishin-ryu (school) long before Kodokan. This led some traditional jiu-jitsu schools to give up their original denominations and embrace the modern term which in turn caused misinterpretations of determining differences between judo and jiu-jitsu. Thus, I would say that our martial art is the Kodokan judo and I have employed the generic term jiu-jitsu in this book to describe other schools.
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Mayeda's remarks subtlety disclose the random use of terms during his past professional career by resorting to a semantic subterfuge. In fact, he used the generic term "jiu-jitsu" during his "dishonorable" period of vaudeville activities.
The pictures displayed in the book are rather symbolic. Kano Jigoro is shown wearing the traditional Japanese kimono and below them reads the text: "Senator Professor Dr. Jigoro
Kano. Honorary professor of the High Normal College, president of Kodokan (founder and inventor of jiu-do); President of the Japanese Amateur Athletic Association."
Unquestionably, at this point, Kano reached a near mystical status. 101 Three other photographs picture Mayeda with his Navy students on board a warship, symbolizing his status in his new country.
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Mayeda Mitsuyo became a Brazilian citizen in the heyday of a different nationalism:
that of Brazilian. In 1937, he added the local given name "Otavio" to his name. This reflected the wave of nationalism that encouraged foreigners, especially those considered inassimilable, like the Japanese, to adopt a local identity. He died a week prior to the Japanese raid on Pearl
Harbor. His last belt promotion to seventh degree black belt (shichidan) was issued by the Kodokan headquarters but arrived after his passing.
Naval officers had begun using jiu-jitsu a generation earlier and they remained supporters of Japanese modernization. 103 The Gracies, however, had long since moved forward, taking the generic label "jiu-jitsu" with them to the epicenter of Brazilian nationalism.
MODERNIZAÇÃO, NACIONALISMO E A ELITE: a origem do jiu-jitsu brasileiro, 1905-1920 Resumo
Este artigo é parte da minha tese de doutorado intitulada The Gracie Clan and the Making of Brazilian jiu-jitsu: National Identity, Culture and Performance, 1905-1993 na qual eu trabalho com a introdução, criolização e globalização de uma arte marcial de origem japonesa conhecida como jiu-jitsu. A arte marcial híbrida desenvolvida no Brasil a partir da matriz japonesa pela família Gracie é produto do conflito entre tradição e modernidade que ao longo do século XX se transformou em um complexo ritual de hipermasculinidade baseado em violência « made in Brazil ». Meu artigo é dividido em duas partes nas quais eu analiso a introdução do jiujitsu no Brasil no início do século XX como parte do processo de modernização em âmbito global. Na primeira parte, a narrativa se desenrola no Rio de Janeiro no início do século XX e examina a adoção do jiu-jitsu como escola de educação física e patrocinada por militares. Esta seção está simbolizada na vinheta « 1° Round ». Na segunda parte, a narrativa se desloca para a Amazônia durante a I Guerra Mundial aonde uma versão modernizada do jiu-jitsu japonês é introduzido de forma definitiva como resultado do encontro de caráter transnacional entre uma trupe de artistas marciais japoneses e uma família de brasileiros de origem escocesa. A segunda parte do artigo esta representada na vinheta « 2° Round ». 
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